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Across

1Wish, really want or hope 
for (fr) (5)

2Put a peigne through your 
hair to make it tidy (eng) 
(4)

9This region passed to 
France in 1137 when the 
duchess Eleanor married 
Louis VII of France (9)

10A tasse is smaller than a 
mug? (eng) (3)

11Fortified new town; 
country house; farm; 
town conceived as 
strategic stronghold 
commonly found in the 
Dordogne, ie. 
Monpazier or Domme 
(7)

12State/condition; a central 
authority (ie. United 
State(s)); ie. this is in a 
bad state (4)

14This poudre will soon 
take the shine off your 
face (eng) (6)

17This is just a little (ie.bit) 
word (fr) (3)

18This prized food is made 
of the liver of duck or 
goose which has been 
specially fattened (or 
force fed) (fr) (4,4)

19Thread; looks like son 
without the "s" (fr) (3)

20This nation of Celtic 
people originally 
inhabited the Dordogne, 
but no longer exist (just 
ghouls!) (5)

22This river and valley sits 
amongst pre-historic 
sites, caves etc dating 
back 40,000 years, it 
flows into the Dordogne 
near Le Bugue; a 
tributary of this river is 
the Correze River (6)

24The big summer holiday 
when schools are closed 
are referred as this. (fr) 
(7,8)

Down

1You can ask for this if 
you want your beverage 
to be decaffeinated; 
short for decaf (fr) (4)

3This type of building 
houses ancient relics, 
artefacts, paintings, 
sculptures etc (fr) (5)

4You need a good nose for 
finding this prized fungi, 
used notably in haute 
cuisine (eng) (5,7)

5If you take a petite gorgee 
your drink will last 
longer (3)

6These animals with their 
strong sense of smell are 
used for finding truffles 
(eng) (4)

7A few solitary arches are 
all that remain of 
Perigueux' 1st C Roman 
Amphitheatre; the City 
(fr) (2,4)

8Brush your teeth with 
dentifrice to keep the 
decay at bay (eng) (10)

13Boutons de manchette 
make the shirt sleeves 
look very smart (eng) 
(9)

14This former province 
corresponds roughly to 
the Dordogne; it is 
divided into four 
provinces:  Noir, Blanc, 
Vert & Pourpre (8)

15A French duet is the same 
as an English duet (3)

16This area offers some of 
the finest wines in the 
Bordeaux region; 
Cyrano de ... (8)

21A swimming pool without 
a lid on (fr/eng) (4)

23Most women wear a 
bague, it's probably the 
lightest thing that they 
carry (eng) (4)


